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Upcoming pin-by-pin multi-physics simulations 
in need of accurate few-group constants 




Fuel assembly / channel resolution coupled 
NK – TH simulation 
Fuel pin / sub-channel resolution coupled NK 
– TH simulation 
Multi-physics simulations done with DYNSUB. 
OECD/NEA and U.S. NRC PWR MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark core under HFP conditions. 
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Interface discontinuity factors 
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Calculation route for interface discontinuity 
factors 
New explicit iterative solver to evaluate 𝜙𝑠
ℎ𝑜𝑚 consistent with DYN3D 
−𝐷𝑔




𝑖 𝑢 + 𝛴𝑅,𝑔
𝑖𝛷𝑔
𝑖 𝑢 = 𝑆𝑔,𝑖 𝑢 − 𝐿𝑔,𝑖
ℎ𝑒𝑡 𝑢  
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Selected Verification cases – 3x3 pin clusters 
(1/3) 
Definition of fuel pins based on taken from OECD/NEA and U.S. NRC 
PWR MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark 
 
Serpent 2.1.15 with ENDF/B-VII point wise XS at 600 K 
 
2E+09 histories simulated with Serpent 
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Selected Verification cases – 3x3 pin clusters 
(2/3) 












DYN3D 2g GET IDF 
DYN3D 4g GET IDF 
DYN3D 8g GET IDF 
  
DYN3D 2g BBH IDF 
DYN3D 4g BBH IDF 
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3x3 Pin Cluster A Eigenvalue Comparison 
3x3 Pin Cluster B Eigenvalue Comparison 
3x3 Pin Cluster C Eigenvalue Comparison 












DYN3D 2g GET IDF 
DYN3D 4g GET IDF 
DYN3D 8g GET IDF 
  
DYN3D 2g BBH IDF 
DYN3D 4g BBH IDF 

































DYN3D 2g GET IDF 
DYN3D 4g GET IDF 
DYN3D 8g GET IDF 
  
DYN3D 2g BBH IDF 
DYN3D 4g BBH IDF 





















Except for 8g solution 
of cluster B DYN3D 
results lie within 
statistical uncertainty of 
Serpent reference 
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Selected Verification cases – 3x3 pin clusters 
(3/3) 
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3x3 Pin Cluster Pin Power Maximum Difference in Per Cent 
Code Cluster A Cluster B Cluster C 




DYN3D 2g GET IDF 
DYN3D 4g GET IDF 
DYN3D 8g GET IDF 
  
DYN3D 2g BBH IDF 




























DYN3D 8g BBH IDF 0.01 0.04 0.02 
All pin powers reproduced within statistical uncertainty of Serpent 
reference 
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Selected Verification cases – UOX fuel 
assembly (1/2) 
Definition of fuel assembly based on taken from OECD/NEA and U.S. 
NRC PWR MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark 
 
0.15 GWd/tU burn-up 17x17-25 UOX assembly 
 
SCALE 6.1/TRITON  (BONAMI / CENTRM / PMC / NEWT) 
 
238g library based on ENDF/B-VII 
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Selected Verification cases – UOX fuel 
assembly (2/2) 








DYN3D 4g (3M) 1.070184 -5296.17 
DYN3D 4g (37M) 
DYN3D 4g (289M) GET IDF 
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Relative Errors of DYN3D 4g (3M) Pin 
Powers in Per Cent Compared to 
SCALE Reference in 1/4th of the Fuel 
Assembly 
Relative Errors of DYN3D 4g (37M) 
Pin Powers in Per Cent Compared to 
SCALE Reference in 1/4th of the Fuel 
Assembly 
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PWR application (1/2) 
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Fresh 18x18-24 UOX fuel 
assembly 
Quarter Core Fuel Loading Pattern for First 
Configuration 
Quarter Core Fuel Loading Pattern for Second 
Configuration 
• Serpent 2.1.15 reference calculation 
• ENDF/B-VII 
• 5e+09 histories in 500 active cycles 
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PWR application (2/2) 








DYN3D 4g (3M) 1.023283 655.3 
DYN3D 4g (1620M) 
GET IDF 
DYN3D 4g (1620M)  
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PWR Configuration 1 Eigenvalue Comparison 
Relative differences in nodal powers for PWR 
configuration 1 between DYN3D 4g (1620M) 
IDF and Serpent reference in per cent 
PWR Configuration 2 Eigenvalue Comparison 








DYN3D 4g (7M) 1.008292 618.2 
DYN3D 4g (2268M) 
GET IDF 
DYN3D 4g (2268M) 








Single fuel assemblies with 
conservative boundary 
conditions are insufficient 
super-cells 
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Conclusions and Outlook 
A calculation route for interface discontinuity factors for DYN3D‘s pin-
by-pin simulations has been developed and verified 
 
Improvement of DYN3D pin-by-pin solution deemed too low for PWR 
application cases 
 
Propor choice of super-cells and corresponding cross section 
parameterization to be further improved 
 
Assess methodologies to evaluate SP3 interface discontinuity factors 
(recent publication by L. Yu et al. (Annals of Nuclear Energy)) 
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